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(57) An optical assembly, a camera module having the optical assembly, and a smart device having the camera
module. The optical assembly comprises: a lens module (10) having an outer frame (12), wherein the outer frame (12)
comprises four side surfaces divided according to an angle range, the lens module (10) comprises a first support portion
(13) and a second support portion (14) on each side surface of the outer frame (12), and both the first support portion
(13) and the second support portion (14) on each side surface are located at a group of diagonal regions (12A) of the
outer frame (12); and a fixing means (30) disposed at another group of diagonal regions (12B) of the outer frame (12)
of the lens module (10), wherein the fixing means (30) has a first power supply fixing portion (311) and a first groundwire
fixing portion (321) corresponding to the first support portion (13), and a second power supply fixing portion (331) and
a second groundwire fixing portion (322) corresponding to the second support portion (14), on a respective fixing surface
corresponding to each side surface of the outer frame (12).
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Description

Cross-reference to related applications

[0001] The present application claims the priority of
Chinese Patent Applications Nos. 201711299057.6 and
201721700067.1, filed with the State Intellectual Prop-
erty Office of China on December 8, 2017, the entire con-
tent of which is incorporated herein by reference.

Technical field

[0002] The present application relates to an optical as-
sembly, a camera module having the optical assembly,
and a smart device having the camera module.

Technical background

[0003] All of the camera modules on the existing smart
devices basically use motor mechanisms to drive the
lenses to move longitudinally, thereby achieving auto-
focus. However, the motor carrier driving the lens to per-
form longitudinal movement requires a certain movement
stroke. Therefore, it is necessary to reserve a space for
the longitudinal movement of the lens in the smart device.
Taking a smart phone as an example, as the smart phone
becomes thinner and thinner, the available space that
can be left for the camera module in the smart phone
becomes smaller and smaller. Moreover, the motor car-
rier needs a certain thrust generated by a magnet driving
a coil to drive the lens to achieve longitudinal movement,
wherein the magnet occupies a large volume inside the
motor, and in order to make the thrust reach a certain
value, it is difficult to reduce the volume of the magnet.
Therefore, it is necessary to improve the motor structure
and reduce the motor’s volume without reducing the mag-
net volume, so that the volume of the camera module of
the smart phone is reduced.
[0004] A shape memory alloy (SMA) line can eliminate
the deformation generated at a lower temperature after
the temperature is raised, and restore its original shape
before the deformation. Thus, the SMA line can be used
to replace the motor to drive the lens for movement. Com-
pared with the conventional motor, the SMA line has a
smaller volume, which can effectively reduce the overall
size of the module. It is advantageous for the miniaturi-
zation of the module.

Summary of the invention

[0005] The present application aims to propose a cam-
era module and a smart device having the camera mod-
ule, which are expected to have a smaller volume and
can realize auto-focus and optical image stabilization un-
der the drive of an SMA line.
[0006] According to an aspect of the present applica-
tion, there is provided an optical assembly, comprising:
a lens module having an outer frame, wherein the outer

frame comprises four side surfaces divided according to
an angle range, the lens module comprises a first support
portion and a second support portion on each side sur-
face of the outer frame, and both the first support portion
and the second support portion on each side surface are
located at a group of diagonal regions of the outer frame;
and a fixing means disposed at another group of diagonal
regions of the outer frame of the lens module, wherein
the fixing means has a first power supply fixing portion
and a first groundwire fixing portion corresponding to the
first support portion, and a second power supply fixing
portion and a second groundwire fixing portion corre-
sponding to the second support portion, on a respective
fixing surface corresponding to each side surface of the
outer frame.
[0007] In one implementation, the optical assembly fur-
ther comprises a base disposed below the lens module,
for supporting the lens module and fixing the fixing
means.
[0008] In one implementation, the first support portion
and the second support portion are integrally formed on
the outer frame of the lens module.
[0009] In one implementation, the positions of the first
support portion, the second support portion, the first pow-
er supply fixing portion, the first groundwire fixing portion,
the second power supply fixing portion and the second
groundwire fixing portion are disposed so that: a first
group of connecting lines including a first connecting line
and a second connecting line are formed between a first
support position on the first support portion and a fixing
position on the first power supply fixing portion and be-
tween a second support position on the first support por-
tion and a fixing position on the first groundwire fixing
portion, a second group of connecting lines including a
third connecting line and a fourth connecting line are
formed between a third support position on the second
support portion and a fixing position on the second power
supply fixing portion and between a fourth support posi-
tion on the second support portion and a fixing position
on the second groundwire fixing portion, wherein the first
group of connecting lines and the second group of con-
necting lines intersect but do not contact each other.
[0010] In one implementation, the positions of the first
support portion, the second support portion, the first pow-
er supply fixing portion, the first groundwire fixing portion,
the second power supply fixing portion and the second
groundwire fixing portion are disposed so that: the first
connecting line and the second connecting line are par-
allel to each other, and the third connecting line and the
fourth connecting line are parallel to each other.
[0011] In one implementation, on each side surface of
the outer frame, distances between the first support po-
sition and the second support position on one hand and
a corresponding side surface of the outer frame on the
other hand are different from those between the third
support position and the fourth support position on one
hand and a corresponding side surface of the outer frame
on the other hand.
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[0012] In one implementation, on each fixing surface
of the fixing means, distances between a fixing position
on the first power supply fixing portion and a fixing posi-
tion on the first groundwire fixing portion on one hand
and the fixing surface on the other hand are different from
those between a fixing position on the second power sup-
ply fixing portion and a fixing position on the second
groundwire fixing portion on one hand and the fixing sur-
face on the other hand.
[0013] In one implementation, at least the first support
portion among the first support portion and the second
support portion is a winding portion, and a winding struc-
ture of the winding portion is disposed at a position cor-
responding to the first support position and the second
support position.
[0014] In one implementation, the winding portion has
a winding structure parallel to an optical axis.
[0015] In one implementation, the winding portion has
a winding structure perpendicular to an optical axis.
[0016] In one implementation, the first support portion
and the second support portion are both winding portions,
and are formed by two parts on the same shaft member
parallel to an optical axis, and the shaft member is dis-
posed in a support member extending outwardly from a
corresponding side surface of the outer frame.
[0017] In one implementation, the winding portion has
a T-shaped or I-shaped winding structure.
[0018] In one implementation, at least the first support
portion among the first support portion and the second
support portion is a movable end fixing portion.
[0019] In one implementation, the movable end fixing
portion includes a first movable end fixing position and a
second movable end fixing position, and the first movable
end fixing position and the second movable end fixing
position correspond to the first support position and the
second support position, respectively.
[0020] In one implementation, the movable end fixing
portion further comprises a conductive element (namely
an electrically conductive element) inside, and the con-
ductive element is disposed between the first movable
end fixing position and the second movable end fixing
position.
[0021] In one implementation, the fixing means com-
prises: a first power supply fixing end and a first ground-
wire fixing end, wherein the first power supply fixing por-
tion and the first groundwire fixing portion are disposed
on the first power supply fixing end and the first ground-
wire fixing end, respectively; and/or a second power sup-
ply fixing end and a second groundwire fixing end, where-
in the second power supply fixing portion and the second
groundwire fixing portion are disposed on the second
power supply fixing end and the second groundwire fixing
end, respectively.
[0022] In one implementation, the first power supply
fixing end and the second power supply fixing end are
different power supply fixing ends.
[0023] In one implementation, the first groundwire fix-
ing end and the second groundwire fixing end are the

same groundwire fixing end.
[0024] In one implementation, the first groundwire fix-
ing end and the second groundwire fixing end are differ-
ent groundwire fixing ends.
[0025] In one implementation, the same groundwire
fixing end is located between the first power supply fixing
end and the second power supply fixing end.
[0026] In one implementation, the fixing means com-
prises: a first fixing member, wherein the first power sup-
ply fixing portion and the first groundwire fixing portion
are fixed in the first fixing member in a manner of being
electrically insulated from each other, and/or a second
fixing member, wherein the second power supply fixing
portion and the second groundwire fixing portion are fixed
in the second fixing member in a manner of being elec-
trically insulated from each other.
[0027] In one implementation, the first support portion,
the second support portion, the first power supply fixing
portion, the first groundwire fixing portion, the second
power supply fixing portion and the second groundwire
fixing portion corresponding to each side surface of the
outer frame, and the first support portion, the second sup-
port portion, the first power supply fixing portion, the first
groundwire fixing portion, the second power supply fixing
portion and the second groundwire fixing portion corre-
sponding to an adjacent side surface, are disposed sym-
metrically.
[0028] In one implementation, distances between the
first support portion on each side surface of the outer
frame on one hand and the first power supply fixing por-
tion and the first groundwire fixing portion on a corre-
sponding fixing surface of the fixing means on the other
hand are the same as those between the second support
portion on each side surface of the outer frame on one
hand and the second power supply fixing portion and the
second groundwire fixing portion on a corresponding fix-
ing surface of the fixing means on the other hand.
[0029] In one implementation, distances between the
first support portion on each side surface of the outer
frame on one hand and the first power supply fixing por-
tion and the first groundwire fixing portion on a corre-
sponding fixing surface of the fixing means on the other
hand are different from those between the second sup-
port portion on each side surface of the outer frame on
one hand and the second power supply fixing portion and
the second groundwire fixing portion on a corresponding
fixing surface of the fixing means on the other hand.
[0030] According to another aspect of the present ap-
plication, there is provided a camera module, comprising
the optical assembly in any one of the implementations
described above.
[0031] In one implementation, the camera module fur-
ther comprises an SMA line disposed around the outer
frame of the camera module, for driving the camera mod-
ule to move in a plurality of directions.
[0032] In one implementation, on each side surface of
the outer frame, the SMA line comprises a first SMA line
and a second SMA line, movable ends of the first SMA
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line and the second SMA line are supported by the first
support portion and the second support portion, respec-
tively, two fixed ends of the first SMA line are fixed to the
first power supply fixing portion and the first groundwire
fixing portion, respectively, and two fixed ends of the sec-
ond SMA line are fixed to the second power supply fixing
portion and the second groundwire fixing portion, respec-
tively.
[0033] According to still another aspect of the present
application, there is provided a smart device, comprising
the camera module in any one of the implementations
described above.
[0034] The optical assembly, the camera module and
the smart device provided according to the present ap-
plication have a relatively small volume, and can easily
realize auto-focus and optical image stabilization.

Brief description of the drawings

[0035] Exemplary embodiments are shown in the ref-
erence drawings. The embodiments and accompanying
drawings disclosed herein are to be considered illustra-
tive and not restrictive.

Fig. 1A shows a perspective view of an optical as-
sembly according to one exemplary implementation
of the present application when an SMA line is pro-
vided;

Fig. 1B shows a perspective view of an optical as-
sembly according to another exemplary implemen-
tation of the present application when an SMA line
is provided;

Fig. 2 is a partially enlarged view of a fixing means
in the implementation shown in Fig. 1A;

Fig. 3A shows a schematic view of a winding portion
in the implementation shown in Fig. 1A;

Fig. 3B shows a schematic view of a winding portion
in the implementation shown in Fig. 1B;

Fig. 4A shows a schematic view of a winding shape
according to one exemplary implementation of the
present application;

Fig. 4B shows a schematic view of a winding shape
according to another exemplary implementation of
the present application;

Fig. 5 shows a top view of an optical assembly ac-
cording to one exemplary implementation of the
present application when an SMA line is provided;

Fig. 6A shows a perspective view of an optical as-
sembly according to yet another exemplary imple-
mentation of the present application when an SMA

line is provided;

Fig. 6B shows a partially enlarged view of a movable
end fixing member in the implementation shown in
Fig. 6A;

Fig. 6C shows a schematic view of an internal struc-
ture of the movable end fixing member in the imple-
mentation shown in Fig. 6A;

Fig. 7 shows a perspective view of an optical assem-
bly according to still another exemplary implemen-
tation of the present application when an SMA line
is provided;

Fig. 8 shows a perspective view of an optical assem-
bly according to further still another exemplary im-
plementation of the present application when an
SMA line is provided;

Fig. 9A shows a perspective view of an optical as-
sembly according to even further still another exem-
plary implementation of the present application when
an SMA line is provided;

Fig. 9B shows a side view on one side surface ac-
cording to the implementation shown in 9A; and

Fig. 10 schematically shows a perspective view of
an optical assembly according to an implementation
of the present application when a SMA line is wound.

Detailed description of the embodiments

[0036] In order to better understand the present appli-
cation, various aspects of the present application will be
described in more detail with reference to the accompa-
nying drawings. It should be understood that the detailed
description is merely description of exemplary embodi-
ments of the present application, and does not limit the
scope of the present application in any way. Throughout
the description, the same reference numerals refer to the
same elements. The expression "and/or" includes any
and all combinations of one or more of the associated
listed items.
[0037] It should be noted that in the present descrip-
tion, the expressions of "first", "second", etc. are only
used to distinguish one feature from another feature, and
do not indicate any limitation on the feature. Therefore,
without departing from the teachings of the present ap-
plication, a first main body discussed below may also be
referred to as a second main body.
[0038] In the accompanying drawings, for convenience
of explanation, the thickness, size, and shape of the ob-
ject have been slightly exaggerated. The accompanying
drawings are only examples and are not drawn to scale
strictly.
[0039] It should also be understood that the terms
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"comprising", "comprise", "having", "including" and/or
"include" when used in the present description, indicate
the existence of stated features, integers, steps, opera-
tions, elements and/or components, but does not exclude
the presence or addition of one or more other features,
integers, steps, operations, elements, components
and/or combinations thereof. Furthermore, when an ex-
pression such as "at least one of" appears after the list
of listed features, it modifies the entire listed feature, rath-
er than the individual elements in the list. In addition,
when describing an implementation of the present appli-
cation, "may / can" is used to denote "one or more im-
plementations of the present application". Also, the term
"exemplary" is intended to refer to an example or illus-
tration.
[0040] As used herein, the terms "substantially", "ap-
proximately" and similar terms are used as a term ex-
pressing an approximation and not as a term expressing
an extent, and are intended to indicate an inherent devi-
ation in a measurement value or calculated value, which
will be recognized by those of ordinary skill in the art.
[0041] Unless otherwise defined, all terms (including
technical and scientific terms) used herein have the same
meanings as commonly understood by those of ordinary
skill in the art to which the present application belongs.
It should also be understood that the terms (such as those
defined in commonly used dictionaries) should be inter-
preted to have meanings consistent with their meaning
in the context of the relevant art and will not be interpreted
in an idealized or overly formal sense unless it is clearly
defined herein.
[0042] It should be noted that, in the case of no conflict,
the embodiments in the present application and the fea-
tures in the embodiments can be combined with each
other. The present application will be described in detail
below in conjunction with embodiments with reference
to the accompanying drawings.
[0043] Fig. 1A shows a perspective view of an optical
assembly according to one exemplary implementation of
the present application when an SMA line is provided.
[0044] As shown in Fig. 1A, an optical assembly ac-
cording to one exemplary implementation of the present
application includes a lens module 10, a base 20 and a
fixing means 30. Before the optical assembly is assem-
bled to a smart device, a SMA line 40 also needs to be
mounted on the optical assembly.
[0045] The lens module 10 includes a lens 11 and a
rectangular outer frame 12 surrounding the lens 11. The
rectangular outer frame 12 has four side surfaces. In the
perspective view shown in Fig. 1A, the structural arrange-
ment of two side surfaces of the outer frame 12 can be
seen. It should be understood that there are also similar
structural arrangements on the other two side surfaces
of the outer frame 12 not shown in Fig. 1A.
[0046] On each side surface of the outer frame 12, it
respectively includes two winding portions, i.e. a first
winding portion 13 and a second winding portion 14, and
the first winding portion 13 and the second winding por-

tion 14 on each side surface are both located at a group
of diagonal regions 12A of the outer frame 12. The first
winding portion 13 and the second winding portion 14
may be integrally formed on the outer frame 12 of the
lens module 10.
[0047] The base 20 is disposed below the lens module
10 and is used to support the lens module 10. The lens
module 10 is disposed substantially centrally on the base
20. When driven, the lens module 10 may move along
an optical axis of the lens 11, and move in a plane per-
pendicular to the optical axis, under the support of the
base 20. Hereinafter, the driving of the optical assembly
of the present application and the movement under the
driving will be described in detail in conjunction with its
structure.
[0048] The fixing means 30 is disposed at another
group of diagonal regions 12B of the outer frame 12 of
the lens module 10. The fixing means 30 is fixed on the
base 20. As shown in the figure, the fixing means 30 has
fixing surfaces separately corresponding to each side
surface of the outer frame 12. That is, the fixing means
30 has four fixing surfaces corresponding to the four side
surfaces of the outer frame 12, respectively. There are
two fixing surfaces at each diagonal region 12B. Although
the figure shows that the two fixing surfaces located at
each diagonal region 12B are formed into an L-shape as
a whole, optionally, the two fixing surfaces located at
each diagonal region 12B may also be completely or par-
tially separated.
[0049] On the fixing surfaces separately correspond-
ing to each side surface of the outer frame 12, the fixing
means 30 includes a first power supply fixing end 31, a
groundwire fixing end 32 and a second power supply
fixing end 33. A first power supply fixing portion 311 cor-
responding to the first winding portion 13 is disposed on
the first power supply fixing end 31, and a second power
supply fixing portion 331 corresponding to the second
winding portion 14 is disposed on the second power sup-
ply fixing end 33. The first groundwire fixing portion 321
corresponding to the first winding portion 13 and the sec-
ond groundwire fixing portion 322 corresponding to the
second winding portion 14 are both disposed on the
groundwire fixing end 32. The fixing means 30 including
the first power supply fixing end 31, the groundwire fixing
end 32, and the second power supply fixing end 33 is
fixed to the base 20, and each of the first power supply
fixing end 31, the groundwire fixing end 32, and the sec-
ond power supply fixing end 33 has an electrical connec-
tion with the base 20. The first power supply fixing end
31, the groundwire fixing end 32, and the second power
supply fixing end 33 are separated from each other,
thereby forming electrical isolation from each other, and
the first power supply fixing end 31 and the second power
supply fixing end 33 are separately powered. The power
supply fixing portion and the groundwire fixing portion
described above may be fixing points on the power supply
fixing end and the groundwire fixing end or fixing ele-
ments at the fixing points.
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[0050] It should be understood that although it is shown
in Fig. 1A that the first groundwire fixing portion 321 cor-
responding to the first winding portion 13 and the second
groundwire fixing portion 322 corresponding to the sec-
ond winding portion 14 are both disposed on the same
groundwire fixing end 32, the two may also be separately
disposed on different groundwire fixing ends.
[0051] Fig. 2 is a partially enlarged view of the fixing
means 30 in the implementation shown in Fig. 1A, and
this partially enlarged view corresponds to one fixing sur-
face of the fixing means 30. It can be seen from Fig. 2
that the groundwire fixing end 32 is located between the
first power supply fixing end 31 and the second power
supply fixing end 33, so that the first groundwire fixing
portion 321 corresponding to the first winding portion 13
and the second groundwire fixing portion 322 corre-
sponding to the second winding portion 14 may be dis-
posed on the same groundwire fixing end 32 in a shared
manner. The first power supply fixing end 31, the ground-
wire fixing end 32 and the second power supply fixing
end 33 are separated from each other by a certain dis-
tance so as to ensure electrical isolation between each
other. As described above, the fixing means 30 may also
include two groundwire fixing ends, on which the first
groundwire fixing portion 321 corresponding to the first
winding portion 13 and the second groundwire fixing por-
tion 322 corresponding to the second winding portion 14
are disposed. It should be understood that the power
supply fixing end and the groundwire fixing end may also
be disposed and provided in other ways than those
shown in the figure.
[0052] Figs. 1A and 2 also show SMA lines 40 disposed
outside the lens module 10 and the fixing means 30. In
the illustrated implementation, each SMA line 40 has two
fixed ends and one movable end. The two fixed ends
(located at both end portions) of each SMA line 40 are
fixed to a set of power supply fixing portion and ground-
wire fixing portion, respectively, and one movable end
(located at the middle portion) is wound around a winding
portion corresponding to the set of power supply fixing
portion and groundwire fixing portion.
[0053] The first winding portion 13, the first power sup-
ply fixing portion 311 and the first groundwire fixing por-
tion 321 are disposed so that: two line segments, formed
after the SMA line 40 with the two ends fixed to the first
power supply fixing portion 311 and the first groundwire
fixing portion 321, respectively, and the movable end
wound on the first winding portion 13 is wound, are sub-
stantially parallel. There are positions that are in contact
with the two substantially parallel SMA line segments,
respectively, on the first winding portion 13, and they are
referred to as a first winding position and a second wind-
ing position, respectively. That is, a first connecting line
between a first winding position on the first winding por-
tion 13 and a fixing position on the first power supply
fixing portion 311, and a second connecting line between
a second winding position on the first winding portion 13
and a fixing position on the first groundwire fixing portion

321, are parallel to each other. The second winding por-
tion 14, the second power supply fixing portion 331 and
the second groundwire fixing portion 322 are disposed
so that: two line segments, formed after the SMA line 40
with the two ends fixed to the second power supply fixing
portion 331 and the second groundwire fixing portion 322,
respectively, and the movable end wound on the second
winding portion 14 is wound, are substantially parallel.
That is, a third connecting line between a third winding
position on the second winding portion 14 and a fixing
position on the second power supply fixing portion 331,
and a second connecting line between a fourth winding
position on the second winding portion 14 and a fixing
position on the second groundwire fixing portion 331, are
parallel to each other. The winding portions and the fixing
portions described above are further disposed so that
the first and second connecting lines parallel to each oth-
er, and the third and fourth connecting lines parallel to
each other, intersect but do not contact each other. Thus,
two SMA lines fixed and wound on the two groups of
winding portions and fixing portions are formed to inter-
sect but not contact each other.
[0054] For example, on each side surface of the outer
frame 12, the distances between the first winding position
and the second winding position of the first winding por-
tion 13 on one hand and the corresponding side surface
of the outer frame 12 on the other hand are the same or
approximately the same. The distances between the third
winding position and the fourth winding position of the
second winding portion 14 on one hand and the corre-
sponding side surface of the outer frame 12 on the other
hand are also the same or approximately the same. The
distances between the first winding position and the sec-
ond winding position of the first winding portion 13 on
one hand and the corresponding side surface of the outer
frame 12 on the other hand are different from those be-
tween the third winding position and the fourth winding
position of the second winding portion 14 on one hand
and the corresponding side surface of the outer frame
12 on the other hand.
[0055] For another example, on each fixing surface of
the fixing means 30, the distances between the fixing
position on the first power supply fixing portion 311 and
the fixing position on the first groundwire fixing portion
321 on one hand and the fixing surface on the other hand
are the same or approximately the same. The distances
between the fixing position on the second power supply
fixing portion 331 and the fixing position on the second
groundwire fixing portion 322 on one hand and the fixing
surface on the other hand are the same or approximately
the same. The distances between the fixing position on
the first power supply fixing portion 311 and the fixing
position on the first groundwire fixing portion 321 on one
hand and the fixing surface on the other hand are different
from those between the fixing position on the second
power supply fixing portion 331 and the fixing position on
the second groundwire fixing portion 322 on one hand
and the fixing surface on the other hand.
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[0056] By setting the winding positions and/or the fixing
positions at different distances from the respective side
surface or the respective fixing surface, the two SMA
lines fixed and wound on the two groups of winding por-
tions and the fixing portions are formed to intersect but
do not contact each other. In the case where the two
SMA lines fixed and wound on the two groups of winding
portions and the fixing portions are formed to intersect
but do not contact each other, the lens 11 may move
along the optical axis and move in a plane perpendicular
to the optical axis when different SMA lines are powered
and driven.
[0057] In the implementation shown in Fig. 1A, the first
winding portion 13 and the second winding portion 14
are disposed perpendicular to the optical axis of the lens
11 and have winding structures parallel to the optical axis.
Optionally, the winding portion itself may not be perpen-
dicular to the optical axis, but a plane formed by the first
connecting line and the second connecting line after
winding is parallel to the optical axis, that is, the centers
of the first winding structure 131 and the second winding
structure 141 described later are perpendicular to the
optical axis.
[0058] It should be understood that although the outer
frame 12 shown in the figures is rectangular, the outer
frame may be any suitable shape other than the rectan-
gle, as long as the position and structure of the winding
portion and the fixing portion are disposed so that the
SMA lines can be formed into a quadrilateral (preferably
rectangular) winding, the four sides of the quadrilateral
correspond to the side surfaces of the outer frame in four
directions, respectively, and thus the lens module can be
driven to move in a manner described below. For exam-
ple, the outer frame may also be arc-shaped, a winder
is disposed on the arc-shaped outer surface, and the
winder can form a quadrilateral, preferably a rectangle,
with the power supply fixing end and the groundwire fixing
end disposed in the fixing means.
[0059] For another example, the fixing means may be
circular arc-shaped. The power supply fixing end and the
groundwire fixing end are disposed on the outer surface
of the circular arc. The shapes and sizes of the power
supply fixing end and the groundwire fixing end are
changed accordingly, so that they can form a quadrilat-
eral resembling a rectangle together with the winder.
[0060] In fact, the outer frame of the lens module may
have four side surfaces divided according to an angle
range, as long as the winding portion on each side sur-
face and the corresponding fixing portion may be dis-
posed to be capable of forming the above quadrilateral.
It should be understood that the four side surfaces divided
according to an angle range respresent four quadrants,
which quadrants are divided with respect to a center po-
sition of the outer frame as a center point (a circle center),
and the angle range of each quadrant corresponds to
one side surface. For example, for a rectangular outer
frame, the four side surfaces thus divided correspond to
four sides of the rectangle; and for a circular outer frame,

the four side surfaces thus divided correspond to four
quarter circular arcs. That is to say, the outer frame of
the lens module may have any shape as long as the
winding portion disposed on each side surface divided
according to the angle and the corresponding fixing por-
tion on the fixing means cooperate to form a desired
quadrilateral structure.
[0061] It should also be understood that the base in
the above implementation is not necessary for the optical
assembly of the present application. For example, a sup-
port portion may laterally extend from the bottom of the
fixing means to replace the base.
[0062] Fig. 3A shows a schematic view of a winding
portion in the implementation shown in Fig. 1A. As shown
in Fig. 3A, the first winding portion 13 and the second
winding portion 14 extend vertically from the side surface
of the outer frame 12, and thus are perpendicular to the
optical axis of the lens 11. A first winding structure 131
and a second winding structure 141 parallel to the optical
axis are disposed on the first winding portion 13 and the
second winding portion 14, respectively. For example,
the first winding structure 131 and the second winding
structure 141 are groove structures disposed on the first
winding portion 13 and the second winding portion 14,
respectively, for winding SMA lines. As shown in the fig-
ure, the first winding structure 131 and the second wind-
ing structure 141 are disposed at different distances from
the side surface of the outer frame 12, respectively. Thus,
when the fixing portions on the fixing means 30 are dis-
posed at the same distance from the fixing surface, the
two SMA lines 40 fixed and wound as described above
intersect but do not contact. The first winding portion 13
and the second winding portion 14 shown in Fig. 3A have
substantially the same length, whereas the first winding
structure 131 and the second winding structure 141 are
formed at different positions away from heads or distal
ends of the first winding portion 13 and the second wind-
ing portion 14, respectively. It should be understood that
the structures of the winding portions are not limited to
this. For example, the first winding portion 13 and the
second winding portion 14 having different lengths may
be used, and the first winding structure 131 and the sec-
ond winding structure 141 are formed at the same posi-
tion away from the heads or distal ends of the first winding
portion and the second winding portion, as long as the
first winding structure and the second winding structure
are formed at different distances from the side surface
of the outer frame 12, respectively. In a different imple-
mentation, the first winding structure 131 and the second
winding structure 141 may also be formed at the same
distance from the side surface of the outer frame 12,
whereas the corresponding fixing portion on the fixing
means is formed at different distances from the corre-
sponding fixing surface.
[0063] Fig. 1B shows a perspective view of an optical
assembly according to another exemplary implementa-
tion of the present application when an SMA line is pro-
vided. Compared with the implementation shown in Fig.
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1A, the main difference of the implementation shown in
Fig. 1B lies in the structure of the winding portion. The
first winding portion 15 and the second winding portion
16 in Fig. 1B have a similar L-shaped structure, and a
main body having winding structures is disposed parallel
to the optical axis of the lens 11 and has winding struc-
tures 151 and 161 perpendicular to the optical axis.
[0064] In the above implementation, in order to facili-
tate the installation of the SMA line, the heights of the
power supply fixing end and the corresponding ground-
wire fixing end may be set to be different from each other.
That is, the distances between the fixing position on the
first power supply fixing portion and the fixing position on
the first groundwire fixing portion on one hand and the
corresponding side surface of the outer frame on the oth-
er hand are different, and the distances between the fix-
ing position on the second power supply fixing portion
and the fixing position on the second groundwire fixing
portion on one hand and the corresponding side surface
of the outer frame on the other hand are different. At this
time, the overall heights of the power supply fixing end
and the groundwire fixing end may be different, or the
fixing positions on the power supply fixing end and the
groundwire fixing end may be set at different heights.
[0065] It should be understood that the shape and
structure of the winding portion itself may not be perpen-
dicular or parallel to the optical axis, as long as the wind-
ing structure thereon is parallel or perpendicular to the
optical axis as described in the above implementation.
Further, according to actual needs, the winding structure
can also be set at an included angle with the optical axis,
and the existence of the included angle makes the SMA
have higher consistency when shrinking.
[0066] Fig. 3B shows a schematic view of a winding
portion in the implementation shown in Fig. 1B. As shown
in Fig. 3B, the main bodies of the first winding portion 15
and the second winding portion 16 are parallel to the
optical axis of the lens 11, and the first winding portion
15 and the second winding portion 16 have connection
structures extending from their main bodies to the side
surface of the outer frame 12. Optionally, the first winding
portion 15 and the second winding portion 16 that are
parallel to the optical axis may be connected to the side
surface of the outer frame 12 through additional connect-
ing members. A first winding structure 151 and a second
winding structure 161 perpendicular to the optical axis
are separately provided on the side surface of the outer
frame 12. As shown in the figure, the first winding struc-
ture 151 and the second winding structure 161 are dis-
posed at different distances from the side surface of the
outer frame 12, respectively. Thus, when the fixing por-
tions on the fixing means 30 are disposed at the same
distance from the fixing surface, the two SMA lines 40
fixed and wound as described above intersect but do not
contact. In a different implementation, the first winding
structure and the second winding structure may also be
formed at the same distance from the side surface of the
outer frame 12, whereas the corresponding fixing portion

on the fixing means is formed at different distances from
the corresponding fixing surface.
[0067] The winding structures shown in Figs. 3A and
3B are each I-shaped, i.e. a structure with two wider ends
and having a certain recessed distance in the middle rel-
ative to the two ends. The recessed portion formed by
the recessed distance is used to accommodate the SMA
line and limit the undesired movement of the SMA line
during driving. Optionally, a T-shaped winding structure
may also be used to prevent the SMA line from falling off
during driving. Furthermore, a mushroom head-like
structure can be added to the winding structure to limit
the position of the SMA line and prevent the SMA line
from falling off from the winder. This structure may also
be similar to screwing a screw into a threaded hole or
inserting a positioning pin into a positioning hole. There
will be an annular gap between the threaded hole and
the screw as final screwing. The annular gap is used to
mount the SMA line. Since the head of the screw is rel-
atively large, the limiting effect on the SMA line is en-
hanced.
[0068] Figs. 4A and 4B show two winding shapes ac-
cording to an exemplary implementation of the present
application. Specifically, Fig. 4A shows a schematic di-
agram of the SMA line 40 wound in a U-shaped structure,
and Fig. 4B shows a schematic diagram of the SMA line
wound in an O/α-shaped structure.
[0069] In the illustrated implementation, each SMA line
is formed into a U-shaped or O/α-shaped double-layer
line structure after winding. Compared with the existing
single-line structure, the double-layer line structure has
a better structure strength, higher stability, smaller pos-
ture difference, higher focusing accuracy and so on. With
the double-layer line structure, the structural strength of
the SMA line is enhanced, and the SMA line can carry a
heavier lens such as a glass lens, or a lens with more
lens sheets than the current lens, further improving the
quality of the entire module.
[0070] Fig. 5 shows a top view of an optical assembly
according to one exemplary implementation of the
present application when an SMA line is provided. Next,
the movement of the optical assembly according to the
present application in various directions under the drive
of the SMA line will be described with reference to Fig. 5.
[0071] As shown in Fig. 5, the optical assembly accord-
ing to the present application provides a SMA line on
each side surface. Although not shown in Fig. 5, it should
be understood from the above description that there are
two SMA lines intersecting each other but not in contact
with each other, instead of only one SMA line, on each
side surface. The winding portions 13 and 14 disposed
at the diagonal region 12A of the outer frame 12 and the
fixing means 30 disposed at the diagonal area 12B are
shown in Fig. 5. Although the winding portion shown in
Fig. 5 is parallel to the optical axis, it should be understood
that the winding portion may be perpendicular to the op-
tical axis. For ease of description, the four side surfaces
of the outer frame of the optical assembly are numbered
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counterclockwise as a first side surface 1, a second side
surface 2, a third side surface 3, and a fourth side surface
4, respectively, as shown in Fig. 5. Meanwhile, as shown
in Fig. 5, a plane perpendicular to the optical axis is rep-
resented by a Cartesian coordinate system, and x and y
axes are shown in Fig. 5. Based on the coordinate system
shown in Fig. 5, a direction perpendicular to an xy plane
may be regarded as a z axis, an upward direction per-
pendicular to the plane may be a z+ direction, and a
downward direction perpendicular to the plane may be a
z- direction.
[0072] As shown in Fig. 5, four side surfaces are divid-
ed into two groups, and two opposite side surfaces form
a group. Specifically, the first side surface 1 and the third
side surface 3 are a group for controlling the movement
of the lens 11 in the x direction. The second side surface
2 and the fourth side surface 4 are a group for controlling
the movement of the lens 11 in the y direction.
[0073] As described above, in the camera module of
the present application, the fixing means 30 is fixed to
the base 20. Therefore, the fixing means 30 and the fixing
portion thereon remain unchanged in position during the
movement of the lens 11. When the lens needs to be
driven to move in the x+ direction, a current (namely an
electrical current) is applied to the two SMA lines on the
third side surface, the SMA lines on the third side surface
raise a predetermined amount of temperature after being
energized, and thus shrink by a predetermined amount
of length. Since the two ends of the SMA line are fixed
to the fixing means 30, the positions of the two ends of
the SMA line remain unchanged. When the lengths of
the two SMA lines are shrunk, the movable ends wound
around the winding portions jointly apply a force in the
x+ direction to the winding portions so as to move the
lens 11 by a predetermined distance in the x+ direction.
In a case where the SMA lines on the third side surface
apply a force in the x+ direction and drive the lens to
move in the x+ direction, the SMA lines on the first side
surface are stretched as the lens module moves in the
x+ direction. After the lens module reaches a desired
position and remains a stable state, the SMA lines on the
third side surface is cooled, so that the lens module is
stably maintained at the desired position and the corre-
sponding focusing or zooming function is realized.
[0074] Similarly, when the lens module needs to be
driven to move in the x- direction, a current is applied to
the SMA lines on the first side surface, so that the SMA
lines on the first side surface shrink to drive the lens to
move in the x- direction. At this time, the SMA lines on
the third side surface are stretched as the lens module
moves in the x- direction.
[0075] When the lens needs to be driven to move in
the y+ direction, a current is applied to the two SMA lines
on the fourth side surface, the SMA lines on the fourth
side surface raise a predetermined amount of tempera-
ture after being energized, and thus shrink by a prede-
termined amount of length. Since the two ends of the
SMA line are fixed to the fixing means 30, the positions

of the two ends of the SMA line remain unchanged. When
the lengths of the two SMA lines are shrunk, the movable
ends wound around the winding portions jointly apply a
force in the y+ direction to the winding portions so as to
move the lens 11 by a predetermined distance in the y+
direction. In a case where the SMA lines on the fourth
side surface apply a force in the y+ direction and drive
the lens to move in the y+ direction, the SMA lines on the
second side surface are stretched as the lens module
moves in the y+ direction. After the lens module reaches
a desired position and remains a stable state, the SMA
lines on the fourth side surface is cooled, so that the lens
module is stably maintained at the desired position and
the corresponding focusing or zooming function is real-
ized.
[0076] Similarly, when the lens module needs to be
driven to move in the y- direction, a current is applied to
the SMA lines on the second side surface, so that the
SMA lines on the second side surface shrink to drive the
lens to move in the y- direction. At this time, the SMA
lines on the fourth side surface are stretched as the lens
module moves in the y- direction.
[0077] It should be understood that although not shown
in Fig. 5, an edge of the lens module supported on the
base is at an appropriate distance from the fixing means,
so that the lens module can be moved by an appropriate
distance in the x and y directions under the drive of the
SMA line, thereby achieving an optical anti-shake func-
tion.
[0078] In order to make the axial position of the optical
axis remain unchanged when the lens module moves in
the x and y directions, the two SMA lines on each side
surface can be disposed to be substantially symmetrical
with respect to the intersecting position of the two. There-
fore, in a case of being applied with approximately the
same current, the forces applied to the winding portion
are also approximately the same, and thus the axial com-
ponents of the forces applied by the two are approximate-
ly cancelled.
[0079] It has been described above that the winding
portion and the fixing portion are disposed so that the
two SMA lines on each side surface intersect but do not
contact. That is to say, one of the two SMA lines on each
side surface is disposed corresponding to an upper fixing
portion and a lower winding portion, and the other is dis-
posed corresponding to a lower fixing portion and an up-
per winding portion, thus forming an intersection relation-
ship between the two SMA lines.
[0080] When the lens needs to be driven to move in
the z+ direction, a current is applied to one of the two
SMA lines on each side surface corresponding to the
upper fixing portion. That is, a total of four SMA lines with
the upper fixing portion are applied with a current, the
powered-on SMA lines heat up, and thus shrink by a pre-
determined amount of length. When the lengths of the
four SMA lines are shrunk, the movable ends wound
around the winding portions jointly apply a force in the
z+ direction to the winding portions so as to move the
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lens 11 by a predetermined distance in the z+ direction.
After the lens module reaches a desired position and
remains a stable state, the SMA lines on the fourth side
surface is cooled, so that the lens module is stably main-
tained at the desired position and the corresponding fo-
cusing or zooming function is realized.
[0081] Similarly, when the lens module needs to be
driven to move in the z- direction, a current is applied to
one of the two SMA lines on each side surface with the
lower fixing portion, so that the energized SMA lines
shrink to jointly drive the lens to moves in the z- direction.
Thus, the auto-focus function of the lens can be realized.
[0082] In order to make the position of the lens module
in the x direction and the y direction remain unchanged
when it is moved in the z direction, the SMA lines on
adjacent side surfaces can be disposed to be substan-
tially symmetrical with respect to a boundary line of the
adjacent side surfaces, so that in a case of being applied
with approximately the same current, the components of
the force applied to the winding portion in the x-direction
and y-direction are approximately cancelled.
[0083] Fig. 6A shows a perspective view of a camera
module according to yet another exemplary implemen-
tation of the present application when an SMA line is
provided. It differs from the implementation shown in Fig.
1A in that a movable end fixing portion is disposed on
the outer frame 12 of the lens module 10 instead of the
winding portion. As shown in Fig. 6A, on the outer frame
of the lens module 10, a first movable end fixing portion
17 and a second movable end fixing portion 18 are pro-
vided to clamp and fix the U-shaped structure of the SMA
line, and thus it can avoid friction between the SMA line
and the winder when the lens moves.
[0084] Fig. 6B shows a partially enlarged view of a
movable end fixing member in the implementation shown
in Fig. 6A; and Fig. 6C shows a schematic view of the
internal structure of the movable end fixing member in
the implementation shown in Fig. 6A.
[0085] When the movable end fixing portion is used
instead of the winding portion, each of two parallel SMA
line segments formed equivalent to the U-shaped wind-
ing structure is fixed to the movable end fixing portion at
at least one point near the winding structure. In this case,
the first winding position and the second winding position
of the winding portion described above may be a first
fixing position and a second fixing position of the movable
end fixing portion.
[0086] At this time, since the deformation of the SMA
line fixed inside by the movable end fixing portion when
being energized has no direct or positive effect on the
movement of the lens, optionally, the SMA line may be
a split structure at the U-shaped structure, that is, a part
of the SMA line fixed inside by the movable end fixing
portion may be removed. In fact, such a structure is equiv-
alent to dividing one SMA line in the implementations of
Figs. 1A to 4 into two SMA lines to provide. The two SMA
lines each have one end connected to the movable end
fixing portion, and the other ends of the two SMA lines

are connected to the power supply fixing portion and the
groundwire fixing portion corresponding to the movable
end fixing portion, respectively.
[0087] In this case, the two SMA lines are connected
between the two ends of the movable end fixing portion,
and the electrical connection may be realized by a com-
mon conductive element. Since the resistance of the
common conductive element is less than the resistance
of the SMA line, realizing the electrical connection by the
common conductive element can reduce the voltage
parttaken by the SMA line fixed at the movable end fixing
member, reduce the power loss, and improve the power
utilization rate.
[0088] In the present embodiment, it is equivalent that
the first SMA line and the second SMA line each are two
lines, and two ends of the first SMA line are fixed to the
movable end and the fixed end, respectively, as is the
second SMA line.
[0089] In one embodiment, two SMA lines may be
mounted at the same time, and a slightly larger length is
reserved. At the movable end fixing portion, a required
line length may be cut and taken according to actual
needs. A position inside the movable end fixing portion
that is in contact with the SMA line may be a metal struc-
ture capable of conducting electricity, so that the line
clamped inside the movable end fixing portion can be
directly short-circuited, and a current flows directly from
the movable end fixing portion. Therefore, the electrical
connection between two SMA lines is realized, forming
a loop, so that the SMA lines can work normally.
[0090] In the solution shown in Fig. 6A for fixing a U-
shaped structure by a movable end fixing portion, two
SMA lines fixed on the same movable end fixing portion
can be separated from each other by only about one line
diameter, so that the two SMA line can be better syn-
chronized to move. Optionally, the two SMA lines fixed
to the same movable end fixing portion may also be sep-
arated from each other by a larger distance so that they
do not contact each other and avoid friction between
them.
[0091] As shown in Fig. 6A, two movable end fixing
portions on the same side surface have different sizes,
so that the distance between the movable end fixing po-
sition on one movable end fixing portion and the side
surface is different from that between the movable end
fixing position on the other movable end fixing portion
and the side surface.
[0092] Fig. 7 shows a perspective view of a camera
module according to still another exemplary implemen-
tation of the present application when an SMA line is
provided. Similar to the implementation shown in Fig. 6A,
in the implementation of Fig. 7, the movable end fixing
portion is also used instead of the winding portion. It is
different from the implementation of Fig. 6A in that a sim-
ilar fixing member is further used on the fixing means 30
in the implementation of Fig. 7. As shown in Fig. 7, the
fixing means 30 no longer includes a power supply fixing
end and a groundwire fixing end that are electrically iso-
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lated from each other, but a first fixing member 34 and a
second fixing member 35 are disposed on the fixing
means. The first power supply fixing portion 311 and the
first groundwire fixing portion 321 are fixed in the first
fixing member 34 electrically insulated from each other.
The second power supply fixing portion 331 and the sec-
ond groundwire fixing portion 322 are fixed in the second
fixing member 35 electrically insulated from each other.
That is, two ends of each SMA line whose movable end
is fixed to the movable end fixing portion are fixed by the
same insulating fixing member, the distance between the
two ends of the line fixed by the fixing member may be
equal to or greater than the diameter of the line, and the
two ends of the SMA line are each led out outwards and
are electrically connected to a circuit board, instead of
being directly connected to the circuit board through a
fixing end. The SMA line may be fixed to the fixing means
through glue bonding between the SMA line and the fixing
means, or a conductive element may be built in the fixing
means so as to realize the electrical connection between
the SMA line and the circuit board through the conductive
element, or the electrical connection between the SMA
line and the circuit board may be realized by other man-
ners.
[0093] In the implementation shown in Fig. 7, the two
intersected SMA lines have equal or approximately equal
lengths so as to avoid friction between the SMA lines
when the lens is moved. When the fixing end is directly
connected to the circuit board through the SMA line, the
downward extending line of the SMA line above the fixing
end is not limited to the situation shown in the figure.
[0094] As an option, the two intersected SMA lines may
also have different lengths. As shown in Fig. 8, the two
intersected SMA lines may also have different lengths.
In this case, the SMA line led out through the fixing mem-
ber on the fixing means can directly extend downward
and realize an electrical connection with the circuit board.
[0095] In the implementations shown in Figs. 7 and 8,
the SMA line led out through the fixing member on the
fixing means is connected to the circuit board. Since the
SMA line has the characteristics of heat shrinkage, when
mounting the SMA line, a certain length needs to be re-
served to prevent the line from breaking. As an option,
the SMA line may also end at the fixing member and be
electrically connected by conventional conductive wires
or insert molding.
[0096] Fig. 9A shows a perspective view of a camera
module according to further still another exemplary im-
plementation of the present application when an SMA
line is provided; and Fig. 9B shows a side view on one
side surface according to the implementation shown in
Fig. 9A.
[0097] The implementation shown in Figs. 9A and 9B
differs from the implementation shown in Fig. 1A in that
the first winding portion and the second winding portion
are formed by two parts on the same shaft member 19
parallel to the optical axis, the shaft member forming the
first winding portion and the second winding portion is

disposed in a support member 191 extending outward
from a corresponding side surface of the outer frame.
When the first winding portion and the second winding
portion are formed in this way, the shaft member 19 and
the support member 191 may be integrally formed with
the lens and the outer frame 12 of the camera module
by an injection molding process, thereby simplifying the
manufacturing process.
[0098] It should be understood that the winding portion
and the movable end fixing portion in the above imple-
mentation may also be implemented as other support
members, as long as they can provide support for the
movable end of the SMA line and drive the lens module
to move with the shrinkage of the SMA line when the
SMA line applies a force due to shrinkage.
[0099] In the case of using a support portion that has
a function of supporting the movable end of the SMA and
may be driven by the SMA to drive when the SMA line
shrinks, the support position corresponds to the winding
position in the implementation described above. There-
fore, in some implementations, a first connecting line be-
tween the first support position on the first support portion
and the fixing position on the first power supply fixing
portion and a second connecting line between the second
support position on the first support portion and the fixing
position on the first groundwire fixing portion are parallel
to each other, a third connecting line between the third
supporting position on the second support portion and
the fixing position on the second power supply fixing por-
tion and the fourth connecting line between the fourth
supporting position on the second support portion and
the fixing position on the second groundwire fixing portion
are parallel to each other, wherein the first connecting
line and the second connecting line parallel to each other,
and the third connecting line and the fourth connecting
line parallel to each other, intersect but do not contact
each other. In some implementations, on each side sur-
face of the outer frame, the distances between the first
support position and the second support position on one
hand and a corresponding side surface of the outer frame
one the other hand are different from those between the
third support position and the fourth support position on
one hand and a corresponding side surface of the outer
frame on the other hand.
[0100] Fig. 10 schematically shows a perspective view
of an optical assembly according to an implementation
of the present application when a SMA line is wound.
Specifically, Fig. 10 shows that two SMA lines 40 are
provided on each of four side surfaces of the outer frame
12. The fixed end of each SMA line is fixed on the fixing
means 30, and the movable end is supported on support
portions 13 and 14.
[0101] According to the structure described above and
shown in the figures, the present application further pro-
vides an implementation of a camera module with an
SMA line.
[0102] According to one implementation, the camera
module may include: a lens module having an outer
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frame, a base disposed below the lens module and used
to support the lens module, and an SMA line disposed
around the outer frame of the lens module in a quadran-
gular shape, wherein four sides of the quadrangular cor-
respond to side surfaces of the outer frame in four direc-
tions, respectively, and on each side surface of the outer
frame, the SMA line includes a first SMA line and a sec-
ond SMA line, and wherein the first SMA line and the
second SMA line are disposed to intersect each other
but not contact. In this implementation, the structure and
position of the fixing means and the support portion (in-
cluding the winding portion and the movable end fixing
portion) in the above implementation may not be specif-
ically limited, as long as the SMA disposed on the side
surfaces of the outer frame of the lens module is disposed
around the outer frame of the lens module in a quadran-
gular shape, and the two SMA lines on each side of the
quadrilateral can intersect each other but do not contact,
so that the lens can be driven to move in a desired direc-
tion under different driving, which can achieve the pur-
pose of the present application.
[0103] In one implementation, the above quadrilateral
is configured as a rectangle.
[0104] In one implementation, on each side surface of
the outer frame, the first SMA line and the second SMA
line each have a fixed end and a movable end, the fixed
end is disposed at a position corresponding to one end
of each side surface of the outer frame, and the movable
end is supported at the other end of each side surface
of the outer frame. The fixed end is fixed relative to the
base, and the movable end is fixed relative to the outer
frame. When the SMA line is deformed, the movable end
drives the lens module to move relative to the base. The
specific situations in which the SMA lines on the side
surface of the outer frame of the lens module shrink and
move under different driving modes to achieve optical
image stabilization and auto-focus have been described
in detail above, so the description will not be repeated
here. All technical features in the various implementa-
tions described above with reference to the drawings are
each applicable to the implementation of a camera mod-
ule with an SMA line without conflict.
[0105] For example, in one implementation, at least
one of the first SMA line and the second SMA line is
folded so as to have two fixed ends and one movable
end, and the two fixed ends of at least one of the first
SMA line and the second SMA line are disposed at fixed
and adjacent positions relative to the base. Thus, the
folded SMA lines at both ends are formed to be substan-
tially parallel to each other.
[0106] In one implementation, the movable end of at
least one of the first SMA line and the second SMA line
is supported on the outer frame of the lens module. As
described above, the movable end may be supported on
the outer frame of the lens module by means of winding
or fixing, and the manner of supporting the movable end
on the outer frame is not limited to winding and fixing.
[0107] In one implementation, at least one of the first

SMA line and the second SMA line is folded into two SMA
line segments, and the two SMA line segments are par-
allel to each other and have the same length. In different
implementations, the two SMA line segments may also
have different lengths.
[0108] In one implementation, the SMA lines on the
adjacent side surfaces of the outer frame are symmetri-
cally disposed, so that when approximately the same cur-
rent is applied to achieve optical image stabilization, the
components of the force applied by the two to the support
position or support portion on the outer frame in the x
and y directions are approximately cancelled. In one im-
plementation, on each side surface of the outer frame,
the first SMA line and the second SMA line are disposed
to be symmetrical to each other and have the same
length, so that when approximately the same current is
applied during focusing, the force applied to the support
position or support portion on the outer frame is also ap-
proximately the same. Thus, the axial components of the
force applied by the two are approximately cancelled. In
one implementation, on each side surface of the outer
frame, the first SMA line and the second SMA line are
disposed to have at least a part symmetrical to each oth-
er.
[0109] In one implementation, on each side surface of
the outer frame, the movable ends of the first SMA line
and the second SMA line are at different distances from
each side surface. In one implementation, on each side
surface of the outer frame, the fixed ends of the first SMA
line and the second SMA line are at different distances
from each side surface. Thus, it is ensured that the two
SMA lines on each side surface will not rub against each
other during the movement due to shrinkage, which, oth-
erwise, will adversely affect the position of the lens mod-
ule.
[0110] In one implementation, the lens module has a
first support portion and a second support portion on each
side surface of the outer frame, and the first support por-
tion and the second support portion support the first SMA
line and the second SMA line, respectively.
[0111] In one implementation, at least the first support
portion among the first support portion and the second
support portion is a winding portion, and the first SMA
line is wound on the winding portion.
[0112] In one implementation, the winding portion is
disposed perpendicular to the optical axis of the lens
module, and has a winding structure parallel to the optical
axis, so that the first SMA line is wound on the winding
structure parallel to the optical axis. In one implementa-
tion, the winding portion is disposed parallel to the optical
axis of the lens module, and has a winding structure per-
pendicular to the optical axis, so that the first SMA line
is wound on the winding structure perpendicular to the
optical axis. In one implementation, the winding portion
has a T-shaped or I-shaped winding structure, and the
first SMA line is wound on the T-shaped or I-shaped wind-
ing structure of the winding portion.
[0113] In one implementation, at least the first support
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portion among the first support portion and the second
support portion is a movable end fixing portion, and the
first SMA line is fixed on the movable end fixing portion.
In one implementation, the first SMA line includes two
separate SMA line segments, and the interior of the mov-
able end fixing portion further includes a conductive el-
ement disposed between the two separate SMA line seg-
ments. Since the resistivity of a common conductive el-
ement is greater than that of SMA, the SMA line can
parttake of more voltage and improve the power utiliza-
tion rate. In different implementations, the first SMA line
may also include the entire SMA line instead of two sep-
arate SMA line segments; and in this case, no additional
conductive element is needed in the movable end fixing
portion.
[0114] It should be understood that the technical fea-
tures described in any one of the above implementations
can be completely or partially used in other implementa-
tions without conflict. For example, in the implementation
shown in Fig. 1A, one winding portion may be replaced
with a movable end fixing portion, and the other winding
portion remains to use the winding portion shown in Fig.
1A or a winding portion of another structure.
[0115] The above description is only the preferred im-
plementation of the present application and the explana-
tion of the applied technical principles. It should be un-
derstood by those skilled in the art that the scope of pro-
tection involved in the present application is not limited
to technical solutions formed by specific combinations of
the above technical features, and at the same time,
should also cover other technical solutions formed by
any combination of the above technical features or equiv-
alent features thereof without departing from the concept
of the present application. For example, the above fea-
tures and (but not limited to) the technical features with
similar functions disclosed in the present application are
replaced with each other to form technical solutions.

Claims

1. An optical assembly, characterized in that it com-
prises:

a lens module having an outer frame, wherein
the outer frame comprises four side surfaces di-
vided according to an angle range, the lens mod-
ule comprises a first support portion and a sec-
ond support portion on each side surface of the
outer frame, and both the first support portion
and the second support portion on each side
surface are located at a group of diagonal re-
gions of the outer frame; and
a fixing means disposed at another group of di-
agonal regions of the outer frame of the lens
module, wherein the fixing means has a first
power supply fixing portion and a first ground-
wire fixing portion corresponding to the first sup-

port portion, and a second power supply fixing
portion and a second groundwire fixing portion
corresponding to the second support portion, on
a respective fixing surface corresponding to
each side surface of the outer frame.

2. The optical assembly according to claim 1, charac-
terized in that it further comprises a base disposed
below the lens module, for supporting the lens mod-
ule and fixing the fixing means.

3. The optical assembly according to claim 1, charac-
terized in that the first support portion and the sec-
ond support portion are integrally formed on the outer
frame of the lens module.

4. The optical assembly according to claim 1, charac-
terized in that the positions of the first support por-
tion, the second support portion, the first power sup-
ply fixing portion, the first groundwire fixing portion,
the second power supply fixing portion and the sec-
ond groundwire fixing portion are disposed so that:

a first group of connecting lines including a first
connecting line and a second connecting line
are formed between a first support position on
the first support portion and a fixing position on
the first power supply fixing portion and between
a second support position on the first support
portion and a fixing position on the first ground-
wire fixing portion,
a second group of connecting lines including a
third connecting line and a fourth connecting line
are formed between a third support position on
the second support portion and a fixing position
on the second power supply fixing portion and
between a fourth support position on the second
support portion and a fixing position on the sec-
ond groundwire fixing portion, and
the first group of connecting lines and the sec-
ond group of connecting lines intersect but do
not contact each other.

5. The optical assembly according to claim 4, charac-
terized in that the positions of the first support por-
tion, the second support portion, the first power sup-
ply fixing portion, the first groundwire fixing portion,
the second power supply fixing portion and the sec-
ond groundwire fixing portion are disposed so that:
the first connecting line and the second connecting
line are parallel to each other, and the third connect-
ing line and the fourth connecting line are parallel to
each other.

6. The optical assembly according to claim 4, charac-
terized in that on each side surface of the outer
frame, distances between the first support position
and the second support position on one hand and a
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corresponding side surface of the outer frame on the
other hand are different from those between the third
support position and the fourth support position on
one hand and a corresponding side surface of the
outer frame on the other hand.

7. The optical assembly according to claim 1, charac-
terized in that on each fixing surface of the fixing
means, distances between a fixing position on the
first power supply fixing portion and a fixing position
on the first groundwire fixing portion on one hand
and the fixing surface on the other hand are different
from those between a fixing position on the second
power supply fixing portion and a fixing position on
the second groundwire fixing portion on one hand
and the fixing surface on the other hand.

8. The optical assembly according to claim 1, charac-
terized in that at least the first support portion
among the first support portion and the second sup-
port portion is a winding portion, and a winding struc-
ture of the winding portion is disposed at a position
corresponding to the first support position and the
second support position.

9. The optical assembly according to claim 8, charac-
terized in that the winding portion has a winding
structure parallel to the optical axis.

10. The optical assembly according to claim 8, charac-
terized in that the winding portion has a winding
structure perpendicular to the optical axis.

11. The optical assembly according to claim 8, charac-
terized in that the first support portion and the sec-
ond support portion are both winding portions, and
are formed by two parts on the same shaft member
parallel to the optical axis, and the shaft member is
disposed in a support member extending outwardly
from a corresponding side surface of the outer frame.

12. The optical assembly according to claim 8, charac-
terized in that the winding portion has a T-shaped
or I-shaped winding structure.

13. The optical assembly according to claim 1, charac-
terized in that at least the first support portion
among the first support portion and the second sup-
port portion is a movable end fixing portion.

14. The optical assembly according to claim 13, char-
acterized in that the movable end fixing portion in-
cludes a first movable end fixing position and a sec-
ond movable end fixing position, and the first mov-
able end fixing position and the second movable end
fixing position correspond to the first support position
and the second support position, respectively.

15. The optical assembly according to claim 14, char-
acterized in that the movable end fixing portion fur-
ther comprises a conductive element inside, and the
conductive element is disposed between the first
movable end fixing position and the second movable
end fixing position.

16. The optical assembly according to claim 1, charac-
terized in that the fixing means comprises:

a first power supply fixing end and a first ground-
wire fixing end, wherein the first power supply
fixing portion and the first groundwire fixing por-
tion are disposed on the first power supply fixing
end and the first groundwire fixing end, respec-
tively; and/or
a second power supply fixing end and a second
groundwire fixing end, wherein the second pow-
er supply fixing portion and the second ground-
wire fixing portion are disposed on the second
power supply fixing end and the second ground-
wire fixing end, respectively.

17. The optical assembly according to claim 16, char-
acterized in that the first power supply fixing end
and the second power supply fixing end are different
power supply fixing ends.

18. The optical assembly according to claim 17, char-
acterized in that the first groundwire fixing end and
the second groundwire fixing end are the same
groundwire fixing end.

19. The optical assembly according to claim 17, char-
acterized in that the first groundwire fixing end and
the second groundwire fixing end are different
groundwire fixing ends.

20. The optical assembly according to claim 18, char-
acterized in that the same groundwire fixing end is
located between the first power supply fixing end and
the second power supply fixing end.

21. The optical assembly according to claim 1, charac-
terized in that the fixing means comprises:

a first fixing member, wherein the first power
supply fixing portion and the first groundwire fix-
ing portion are fixed in the first fixing member in
a manner of being electrically insulated from
each other, and/or
a second fixing member, wherein the second
power supply fixing portion and the second
groundwire fixing portion are fixed in the second
fixing member in a manner of being electrically
insulated from each other.

22. The optical assembly according to claim 1, charac-
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terized in that the first support portion, the second
support portion, the first power supply fixing portion,
the first groundwire fixing portion, the second power
supply fixing portion and the second groundwire fix-
ing portion corresponding to each side surface of the
outer frame, and the first support portion, the second
support portion, the first power supply fixing portion,
the first groundwire fixing portion, the second power
supply fixing portion and the second groundwire fix-
ing portion corresponding to an adjacent side sur-
face, are disposed symmetrically.

23. The optical assembly according to claim 1, charac-
terized in that distances between the first support
portion on each side surface of the outer frame on
one hand and the first power supply fixing portion
and the first groundwire fixing portion on a corre-
sponding fixing surface of the fixing means on the
other hand are the same as those between the sec-
ond support portion on each side surface of the outer
frame on one hand and the second power supply
fixing portion and the second groundwire fixing por-
tion on a corresponding fixing surface of the fixing
means on the other hand.

24. The optical assembly according to claim 1, charac-
terized in that distances between the first support
portion on each side surface of the outer frame on
one hand and the first power supply fixing portion
and the first groundwire fixing portion on a corre-
sponding fixing surface of the fixing means on the
other hand are different from those between the sec-
ond support portion on each side surface of the outer
frame on one hand and the second power supply
fixing portion and the second groundwire fixing por-
tion on a corresponding fixing surface of the fixing
means on the other hand.

25. A camera module, characterized in that it compris-
es the optical assembly according to any one of
claims 1 to 24.

26. The camera module according to claim 25, charac-
terized in that it further comprises an SMA line dis-
posed around the outer frame of the camera module,
for driving the camera module to move in a plurality
of directions.

27. The camera module according to claim 26, charac-
terized in that on each side surface of the outer
frame, the SMA line comprises a first SMA line and
a second SMA line, movable ends of the first SMA
line and the second SMA line are supported by the
first support portion and the second support portion,
respectively, two fixed ends of the first SMA line are
fixed to the first power supply fixing portion and the
first groundwire fixing portion, respectively, and two
fixed ends of the second SMA line are fixed to the

second power supply fixing portion and the second
groundwire fixing portion, respectively.

28. A smart device, characterized in that it comprises
the camera module according to any one of claims
25 to 28.
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